Hemodynamic characteristics of young men at risk for hypertension at rest and during laboratory stressors.
Examined hemodynamic activity--at rest, during mental arithmetic, and during hand cold pressor--in young men varying in risk for hypertension. Classification into low-risk (n = 72), moderate-risk (n = 20), and high-risk (n = 13) groups was based on resting systolic blood pressure (SBP) and parental history of essential hypertension (PH). Dependent variables were SBP, diastolic BP (DBP), heart rate, and rate-pressure product (RPP). Progressively greater hemodynamic activity was seen across risk groups at rest and during the tasks. Risk groups differed significantly in SBP, DBP, and RPP at baseline (ps less than .003) and in size of response to mental arithmetic (ps less than .05) but not to cold pressor. These relationships were either absent or weaker when using either risk factor alone to form risk groups. These findings suggest that hemodynamic reactivity to mental stress is predicted better by a combination of resting SBP and PH than by either risk factor alone and that physiological reactivity may be an important accompaniment of increased risk for hypertension.